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Abstract. The IceTop upgrade foresees the deployment of a scintillation-detector array placed
within the IceTop footprint. This will improve the current measurements of cosmic rays by
providing a complementary signal to the IceTop Cherenkov tanks. A detailed simulation study
of the proposed array was performed to show its capabilities of air-shower detection. An
optimisation of the reconstruction was investigated using different lateral particle distribution
functions and adjusting the reconstruction parameters. The reconstruction efficiency of the new
array as well as its accuracy were evaluated for a chosen configuration.
1. Introduction
The IceTop surface array of the IceCube Observatory measures cosmic rays in the transition
region from galactic to extra-galactic sources [1, 2]. The high altitude of the array places
the observation level close to the shower maximum enabling more accurate determination of
the properties of the primary. However, snow accumulation on the Cherenkov tanks leads
to signal attenuation [3, 4] influencing the electron to muon number ratio and thus the
cosmic-ray composition analysis. Installing an almost twice as dense array of cost-effective
scintillation modules (for a similar total instrumented area) will mitigate this effect. The
proposed enhancement foresees the deployment of 37 stations within the IceTop instrumented
area, where one station comprises of 7 detectors [5] as illustrated in Fig. 1. This configuration
will also improve the veto capability for in-ice neutrino measurements by lowering the detection
threshold for cosmic rays.
The difference in response to shower particles between scintillation detectors and Cherenkov
tanks requires accurate studies of air-shower characteristics reconstructed by the new detection
device. A complete simulation chain combining air-shower cascades and interactions within the
detectors has been established to estimate the capabilities of the enhancement and create a
preliminary tool for future data analyses.
2. Simulation structure
The final scintillation detector design is under investigation. Two different prototype stations
were deployed at the South Pole in the austral summer of 2017/18 for on-site evaluation and
testing. The following simulation study is based on a simplified model of the prototype detectors,
combining an adequate level of specificity with the possibility to investigate the response of the
full planned array to extensive air-showers.
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Scintillation detector IceTop tank
Figure 1. The scheme of the scintillation
upgrade. Red crosses show planned positions
of scintillation modules and blue squares show
positions of IceTop tanks.
Figure 2. The scintillator bars with
out-coming wavelength-shifting fibres and
readout system used in one of the prototype
stations. The scintillator bars are covered with
styrofoam supported by plywood.
2.1. Scintillation detector geometry and definition of signal
The prototype design was inherited from AugerPrime [6]. The scintillation detector consists of
16 polystyrene bars coated with a reflecting TiO2 layer of 250 µm thickness creating 1.5 m
2
of sensitive area (0.8 m × 1.875 m). Scintillation photons are guided through the wavelength-
shifting fibres to a SiPM-based readout system. To provide light-tightness, the scintillator is
wrapped in a polyethylene foil with high static dissipative properties. One of the prototypes is
shown in Fig. 2.
The core of the simulations lies in the incorporation of the Geant4 toolkit [7] within the
framework of the IceCube standard software. The implemented geometry treats the scintillator
bars as the sensitive boxes coated with a reflective layer and placed in an 1 mm aluminium
casing, padded with 20 mm plywood support structure and styrofoam. The enclosing details
are descriptive of one of the two sets of panels but the differences of the other set of panels are
not expected to change the simulations results.
The simulations do not include the fibres and the fibre holes. The output of the detector
simulation is the energy deposited within the sensitive material as well as a number of produced
scintillation photons calculated by means of Birks’ law [8] (assuming a scintillation yield of
11200 photons/MeV and Birks’ constant of 0.111 mm/MeV). The simulated signal is defined
as the sum of photons generated by all particles crossing the detector and by convention is
normalised to the average number of photons generated by vertically passing muons of 3 GeV
kinetic energy (VEM = vertical equivalent muon) randomly distributed across the detector. In
this case, the reference value used for such normalisation is the peak of the Landau distribution
parameterisation [9] fitted to the number of photons (Fig. 3).
2.2. Air-shower simulations
The extensive air-showers are simulated with CORSIKA v7.5600 [10] using Sybill 2.3 [11]
(high energy hadronic interaction model) and FLUKA [12] (low energy interaction model).
The particles are read out at the observation level of 2838 m (Atmosphere model 13, October
1997 [13]) and further propagated to the scintillation array placed 30 cm lower. The threshold
on the secondary particle energy in the air-shower is set to 0.1 GeV for hadrons, 0.1 GeV for
muons, 0.3 MeV for electrons and 0.3 MeV for photons. In order to investigate the capabilities
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Figure 3. Number of generated photons
produced in the scintillation module by 3 GeV
vertically muons randomly distributed across
the detector. The parametrisation of Landau
distribution was taken to estimate the peak
value.
Figure 4. Lateral distribution of air-shower
signals. The signals as well as partial
contributions from different particle species
are shown. The horizontal line indicates the
cut (> 0.5 VEM) to be considered in the
reconstruction.
of detection in the “knee” region of the cosmic-ray energy spectrum, as well as of primary
mass identification, the simulations were conducted for proton and iron primaries of energies
100 TeV–100 PeV with incoming zenith angles from 0◦ to 40◦ and azimuth -180◦ to 180◦, and
further resampled within the array.
3. Array response
Energy and direction of the primary cosmic ray can be estimated from spatial and temporal
distributions of the secondary particle signals which depend on the detector geometry and
spacing, as well as on the atmospheric conditions. Therefore the proper description for a given
experimental site is essential. Fig. 4 shows an example simulated response of the scintillation
array to an air-shower induced by a high-energy proton. The shape of the lateral distribution
indicates the size of the shower which is directly connected to the primary energy. The
contributions from different particle species indicate the leading signals at different distances
to the shower axis. The ratio between the electromagnetic and muonic component reveals the
primary particle mass, since heavier primaries generate a higher number of muons.
3.1. Arrival time distributions
The arrival times of the particles hitting each detector allow tracing back the direction of an
incoming cosmic ray. This information is included in the curvature function, which represents the
signal arrival delay with respect to the plane front assumption. The accuracy of the reconstructed
direction is shown in Fig. 6 using two different lateral distribution functions.
3.2. Lateral distributions
The importance of a proper definition of the lateral distribution function and at the same
time its challenge lies in the need of simultaneous estimation of core, age and size of the air-
shower. Originating from the theoretical Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen description [14, 15], its
different modifications (like in [16, 17]) are most frequently used in various experiments like for
example Eq. 1 [18]. In addition some groups reported a good agreement of scintillation array
results with a function like Eq. 2 accounting for higher scaling with radial distance [19, 20, 21].
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Figure 5. Average lateral distribution of
signals for proton (black squares) and iron
(blue triangles) primaries with energies
1015.5–1016 eV and arrival directions
smaller than 25◦. The crossing region
for different primaries is marked with
a vertical line. Lines and residual
markers represent respectively: black —
modified Linsley, blue — NKG-like, red
— DLP functions. The fit was obtained
with MCMC sampler [23]. The shown
parameters are exemplary and Rm refers
to the theoretical Molière radius for
IceIop atmosphere. Even though average
distributions show small deviations from
different functions, the stability of single
fits vary significantly.
The function used in the standard reconstruction with IceTop tanks is represented by Eq. 3 (in
the logarithmic form this equation is called a double logarithmic paraboloid — DLP), which




































)−β−κ log10( rRref )
(3)
In the above functions: the parameters α, β, δ, κ and s influence the slope of the function
and thus the age of shower development, where Rm and Rref indicate scaling and reference
distances. The signal at Rref distance and size of the air-shower, N, correspond to the primary
energy.
Fig. 5 shows the average lateral distribution of proton- and iron-induced showers, where the
detectors without signals are accounted for. The distance at which two distributions cross is
marked. It is important to notice that this point strongly depends on the primary energy and
the zenith angle. This distance is of particular interest as it could provide a mass-independent
estimate of the primary energy. The choice of proper parameters for a particular function is a
challenging task and was evaluated for single air-showers by minimising the negative logarithm
of the Poisson likelihood. Based on this the best function was chosen for further reconstruction
of individual events.
3.3. Reconstruction performance
The reconstruction performed within the IceTop framework [22, 2] handles the parametrisation
of the lateral distribution function and shower-front function in three steps. The distribution
of arrival delays with respect to the plane-front is described by the sum of a parabolic and a
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Figure 6. Difference between simulated and
reconstructed directions. The blue points
correspond to reconstruction with the DLP
function and the black ones to the modified
Linsley function. The average difference above
1 PeV is smaller than 1◦ and it is marked in
the picture as the horizontal dashed lines for
both cases.
Figure 7. Difference between simulated and
reconstructed core positions. The blue points
correspond to reconstruction with the DLP
function and the black ones to the modified
Linsley function. The average difference above
1 PeV is around 12 m and it is marked in the
picture as the horizontal dashed lines for both
cases.
Gaussian function for a single event. Within the reconstruction the negative log-likelihood
is minimised, taking the Poisson distribution for non-zero signals, the Poisson cumulative
distribution for silent stations, and a Gaussian distribution for time delays.
The overall reconstruction shown in Fig. 8 was performed using the modified Linsley function
with parametrisation on β parameter (the form of parameterisation was adopted from [24, 25]).
It shows full efficiency for air-showers even below 1 PeV, which can significantly improve detailed
studies of the transition region. The average accuracy of reconstruction above 1 PeV is smaller
than 1◦ in direction (Fig. 6) and around 12 m in core position (Fig. 7). These results are however
obtained without refined quality cuts which will improve the accuracy. It is important to note
that despite our choice of the function the overall behaviour of reconstruction does not change
significantly, but does change across energies.
















Figure 8. The efficiency of air-
shower reconstruction for proton and
iron primaries using the modified
Linsley function. The proposed array
can reconstruct air showers with full
efficiency even below 1 PeV. At
lower energies the reconstruction will
improve the veto efficiency for in-ice
measurements. Sigma is defined as
the Wald interval [26].
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The scintillation enhancement of the IceTop array was investigated using a full simulation
framework. The fundamental distributions and array response to the air-showers were obtained
together with studies of lateral distribution functions. After adjusting the existing reconstruction
routine, the efficiency of air-shower reconstruction has shown a possibility to lower the measured
energy threshold, going below the “knee” region. The results qualitatively indicate the upgrade’s
capabilities and reveal its challenges for future combined analyses of scintillation and the
Cherenkov signals.
Specifics of the new array require further detailed studies, especially in order to account
for different behaviours of fluctuations and therefore the proper choice of a likelihood function
for the minimisation procedure. Further studies and improvements are ongoing, including an
evaluation of the validity of the functions employed in order to obtain a more reliable estimate
of the primary energy.
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